Atomic column elemental mapping, by EELS and/or EDS, is useful for material research, because we can clarify the elemental specie and atomic site simultaneously in these maps [1] . Though, the method requires high electron dose density on a sample, since the elemental signal is weaker than the image signal due to small ionization cross section for core electrons of atoms. Many efforts to acquire more elemental signal has been made for improvement of X-ray detection system in recent years, that is, the system with multiple silicon drift detectors (SDD) that have large sensor area, has been realized. And total solid angle of X-ray detection is > 1.75 sr in a detection system with two SDD detectors [2]. However, this improvement is insufficient for very electron-beam-sensitive materials. We need to find other way to have an atomic column elemental map with low dose density on samples. We recently succeeded in displaying the pseudo atomic column elemental map utilizing a 2D STEM moiré by EDS [3] and EELS [4]. This method allows the atomic column mapping with the dose density < 1 % of one for the conventional method, since a pixel interval to draw the pseudo lattice fringe is sparser than that for a real lattice. We already reported the results on typical ceramics (Si 3 N 4 ) [5] and very fragile mineral (Aquamarine: Be 3 Al 2 Si 6 O 18 : Fe 2+ ) [6].
Atomic column elemental mapping, by EELS and/or EDS, is useful for material research, because we can clarify the elemental specie and atomic site simultaneously in these maps [1] . Though, the method requires high electron dose density on a sample, since the elemental signal is weaker than the image signal due to small ionization cross section for core electrons of atoms. Many efforts to acquire more elemental signal has been made for improvement of X-ray detection system in recent years, that is, the system with multiple silicon drift detectors (SDD) that have large sensor area, has been realized. And total solid angle of X-ray detection is > 1.75 sr in a detection system with two SDD detectors [2]. However, this improvement is insufficient for very electron-beam-sensitive materials. We need to find other way to have an atomic column elemental map with low dose density on samples. We recently succeeded in displaying the pseudo atomic column elemental map utilizing a 2D STEM moiré by EDS [3] and EELS [4] . This method allows the atomic column mapping with the dose density < 1 % of one for the conventional method, since a pixel interval to draw the pseudo lattice fringe is sparser than that for a real lattice. We already reported the results on typical ceramics The dose density on the sample was 5.72 x 10 6 electrons / nm 2 with the total analysis time of 2089 sec and the probe current of 24 pA. The equivalent dose density, if the analysis was performed by the conventional direct method with the same pixel resolution, is estimated to be 4.42 x 10 10 electrons / nm 2 . Therefore, we could reduce the dose density to be 1/7700 for this experiment. Figure 3 shows the 2D unit cell of the sample for 2D STEM moiré method. To reduce the dose density, we used a super cell that has 4 times larger than the smallest unit cell of the sample crystalline. We also used a Cartesian unit cell instead of rhombus-shaped unit cell, which is used for crystallography, because the scanning system of the microscope cannot make a hexagonal pixel grating.
In conclusion, we explained the way to reduce dose onto the sample more than ever for analysis of very beam-sensitive samples by setting multiple-sized Cartesian unit cell for 2D moiré, and we succeeded in obtaining a pseudo atomic column elemental map for aquamarine. 
